Telecaster hh wiring diagram

Our Lead Times are slightly extended. Please give us extra time to complete your order. Thank
you for your understanding. Let's show you how to install them like a pro. Follow our Wiring
Diagrams to install your new pickups, easily. Blender Pot Stratocaster. HSH Stratocaster.
Soapbar P90s - Strat. HH Strat Wiring Diagram. Telecaster With Flipped Control Plate. Nashville
Telecaster Wiring Diagram. Nashville Telecaster With Humbucker Neck. Broadcaster Wiring.
Telecaster Deluxe Wiring Diagram. Telecaster With P90 Neck. Telecaster With Humbucker Neck.
Telecaster Custom Wiring Diagram. Telecaster With Bright Switch. Esquire Eldred Wiring
Diagram. Jaguar Wiring Diagram. Jazzmaster Wiring Diagram. Gibson Les Paul Wiring
3-Conductor. Gibson With 2 P90s Wiring Diagram. Gibson With P90s 2C Lead. Gibson Les Paul
Jr. Wiring Diagram Braided Lead. Wiring Diagram 2 Conductor Lead. Jazz Bass With Concentric
Pots. P-J Bass Wiring Diagram. Prewired Telecaster Control Plate Install. Fralin Bright Switch
Modification. Blender Pot Installation. Fralin Humbucker Wiring Codes. Volume Kit Installation.
If you're repairing or modifying your instrument or simply need some replacement part
numbers, these lists and diagrams should help you get started. The model list is, for the most
part, of instruments currently in production. This list is by no means comprehensive, and
documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes available. Note: Modifications to
an existing Fender instrument currently under warranty, or service performed on a Fender
instrument currently under warranty by any person other than authorized Fender service
centers and technicians holding a certificate of warranty service authorization for the period
during which the work was performed, will void the instrument warranty. Note: Most of our older
guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching control function diagrams predate formatting
which would allow us to make them available on this page as PDF files. If you do not find the list
or diagram for your specific instrument on this page, we may still be able to furnish you with a
"hard" copy from our archive. You may check the availability of older material by contacting
Fender's Consumer Relations Department by phone at If we have the document you seek, we're
happy to send you a copy. The table below lists instruments by model name, part number and
document revision date: Note: All part numbers and specifications in each document are
subject to revision, change or discontinuation without notice. Factory telecaster wirings pt 1 2
premier guitar wiring diagrams by lindy fralin and bass fender tele diagram charger for
schematics 3 position switch seniorsclub it component herby standard hh mim forum single
pickup the esquire humbucker soup mod garage bill lawrence 5 way circuit john deere engine
schematic b f fuse box 72 deluxe nashville noiseless 79 f headlight n3 samsung rsbaww
refrigerator guide six string supplies squier ford model seymour duncan rothstein guitars
serious tone player 73l printable very handy sel mis tukune jeanjaures37 fr jazzmaster full
version hd quality seodiagrams portoturisticodilovere dual humbuckers audi battery prowler
regal flts super press enimsc affinity wire ballast with strat hyundai tucson light. Factory
telecaster wirings pt 1 2 wiring diagrams by lindy fralin fender tele diagram position switch
standard hh mim single pickup bill lawrence 5 way circuit guitar b f 72 deluxe nashville
noiseless n3 guide six string squier seymour duncan rothstein guitars serious tone for
jazzmaster dual humbuckers 3 super affinity with strat Share this: Facebook Twitter Pinterest
Telegram WhatsApp Skype LinkedIn Pocket Print Related Related Posts. Round Trailer Plug
Wiring Diagram. Wiring Diagram For Fog Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply. Assortment of fender telecaster 3 way switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is
a simplified conventional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the elements of
the circuit as streamlined shapes, and the power and also signal links in between the devices. A
wiring diagram typically offers info concerning the family member setting and also plan of tools
as well as terminals on the devices, to help in structure or servicing the device. A photographic
layout would certainly show much more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram
utilizes a more symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram
is usually utilized to repair issues and to earn certain that all the links have been made as well
as that everything is present. File Type: JPG. Source: pinterest. Collection of fender telecaster 3
way switch wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by
right clicking on the image. A very first look at a circuit representation could be complex, yet if
you could check out a metro map, you can check out schematics. The objective is the very
same: obtaining from factor A to direct B. Literally, a circuit is the course that enables electricity
to flow. Voltage: Determined in volts V , voltage is the pressure or pressure of electrical energy.
This is generally provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or keys electrical energy, the
electrical outlets in your home run at V. Electrical outlets in other countries run at a different
voltage, which is why you need a converter when traveling. Existing: Existing is the circulation
of electricity, or even more especially, the circulation of electrons. It is determined in Amperes
Amps , and also can only flow when a voltage supply is attached. Resistance: Measured in
Ohms R or O , resistance specifies how conveniently electrons could stream through a material.

Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly enable flow of activity
reduced resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are examples of insulators, preventing the activity of
electrons high resistance. DC Straight Current. DC is a continual circulation of present in one
direction. DC can flow not simply via conductors, yet semi-conductors, insulators, or even a
vacuum. Air Conditioner Rotating Current. In Air Conditioner, the flow of existing regularly
alternates in between two instructions, usually developing a sine wave. The regularity of Air
Conditioning is measured in Hertz Hz , as well as is typically 60 Hz for power in property and
organisation functions. Now s the enjoyable things. Finishing an electric design level then
getting a task in the area indicates you will certainly see a lot a lot a great deal of these
schematics. It s vital to comprehend specifically what is happening with these. While they can
and also will certainly obtain really complicated, these are just a few of the typical graphics to
get your footing on. Beginning to make sense? These are the fundamentals and also could even
appear obvious or intuitive to you, such as the cords and if they are connected. Whenever you
determine your particular field of electric design, you may see extra intricate layouts and also
symbols. You ll discover additionally that various nations make use of different signs. You will
certainly additionally find out about the numerous icons made use of for switches, other power
products, inductors, meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, as well as much a lot more.
You may also like. Discussion in ' Tele-Technical ' started by Quisil , Dec 18, Telecaster Guitar
Forum. Win a Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles! The annual Supporting Member Giveaway is on. To
enter Click Here. To see all the prizes and full details Click Here. To view the thread about the
giveaway Click Here. Dec 18, 1. Age: 42 Posts: 5. Hey, I have this MiM Telecaster with dual
humbuckers. I want to change the pots and simlpify the electronics. Afaik the Fender wire
colors are north start north finish south finish south start See this:. Dec 18, 2. Posts: 23, Quisil
likes this. Dec 18, 3. Posts: 8, When I look at this wiring diagram it tells me that the actual wire
colors go red- north start; white- north finish; green- south finish; black- south start. So maybe
Fender changed their color scheme? Did you confirm the colors actually in your guitar? The
reason I say this is because the red wires are wired up as "hot" wires and black are definitely
going to ground. The green and white are kept together in order to wire the pickup coils in
series, and they go to the dpdt switch in order to be grounded so you get single coils when you
pull up the dpdt switch. The neck pickup wiring is easier to understand The red hot lead goes
straight to the switch as you would typically see. The three way switch is also wired very
typically. The two common terminals are wired together and then wired to the volume pot. The
pickups are wired to the switch so that in one switch position you get one pickup, in the other
position you get the other pickup, and in the middle position you get both. Those short bridging
wires connecting for example the neck hot in two places on the switch is what gives you the
neck also connected when in the middle switch position. Ditto for the bridge pickup. This
diagram shows how a 3-way switch works: The bridge pickup: In the dpdt switch down,
humbucker position, I can see how the red pickup wire now is connected via the middle
common terminal of the dpdt switch up to the pickup switch and thence to the volume pot. This
means that now the south coil of the bridge pickup is the only one working because the green
wire goes to hot and the black wire goes to ground. The north coil doesn't work because the red
isn't going to hot. So basically this wiring scheme allows different coils of the different pickups
to be active when the dpdt switch is up in the single coil position- one north with the other
south or vice-versa. This likely means that in the middle position where you select both pickups
in single coil mode you still get humbucking. But you would get hum in neck single coil only or
bridge single coil only. Unless you have no use for the single coil option, I would leave the
wiring the way it is if I were you If all you care about is full humbucker mode, then never flip the
dpdt switch. A switch is not like a capacitor or a variable resistor pot. It will not color your tone
in any way. So if you leave the DPDT switch in the down position your guitar will sound in HH
mode exactly what it would sound like if you rewired it to take away the single coil option. The
wiring might look slightly simpler, but electronically speaking it will be exactly the same, except
you lose the option to go single-coil mode. This diagram of a DPDT switch may help reduce the
mystery. The middle terminals are the "common" terminals. Dec 18, 4. Thanks a lot, Chris! I can
confirm these wire colors in my guitar, the pickups are Booheung Zebras, possibly the same as
in the Blacktops. With your explanation it is so much easier for me to understand. Thats why I
was confused. The hum is always present, thats why I wanted to rewire this thing. Cheers
Michael. Dec
cj pony cars
1995 dodge dakota owners manual
mack truck stereo
18, 5. Might check with pickup makers to confirm the wire colors. Series N-S-N-S would hum

worse than single coils Dec 19, 6. This is a gut shot of the guitar. I managed to rewire it a bit
cleaner, I also learned that the hum is produced by the pickups. I think I will swap them out with
some decent Super Distorsions. Thanks, Michael. Dec 19, 7. Posts: 10, Here's what I did with an
HH Tele Esquire'd it! Lowered the pickup and raised the screw poles for more tone separation.
Humbucker is 16kohms ceramic magnet. It does metal. But I can also twang it. Dec 19, 8. Huh, if
original pickups it is weird you get hum when in humbucker mode. Maybe try elsewhere to rule
out electrical noise in your current location? Dec 19, 9. Dec 21, Should be the same but the top
diagram makes more intuitive sense for me. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
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